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Quantitative, or hard, methods for addressing complex systems have permeated the
literature for decades, especially in the USA. Qualitative, or soft, methods such as rich
pictures, participatory methods and soft systems methodology, however, have been used
extensively elsewhere throughout the world to address complex problems.
This issue aims to highlight the theoretical developments and practical contributions
of so-called ‘soft operations research’ methods in addressing complex systems.
Researchers from the USA as well as other areas of the world more traditionally oriented
towards the use of these methods contributed to the issue. The included papers are geared
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towards researchers and practitioners who are frustrated with the limitations of a
traditional hard operations research-centric approach for dealing with complex systems.
It is hoped that this issue will expose readers to methods unknown to them, as well as
highlighting the successful use of such methods for real problems.
•

‘Categorising and clustering knowledge in fuzzy cognitive maps’

Fuzzy cognitive maps are a powerful tool to understand the dynamic relationships in
complex systems. They allow researchers to see the impact that permutations of a single
concept have on the remainder of the system. However, the creation of a fuzzy cognitive
map is subjective. To understand the impact of the subjective nature of creation, Metzger
et al. propose an approach to grouping different stakeholder’s fuzzy cognitive maps;
graphing statistics were used to create these groupings. Through a case study of the
problem of flooding, the authors were able to show that new insights are given from their
grouping approach. These insights are the differences in mentality between the different
stakeholder groups. By understanding the mentality differences, between stakeholders, an
analyst may be empowered to determine a way of reconciliation between these different
groups.
•

‘Using rich pictures outside of soft systems methodology: a case study analysis’

There are many different approaches to problem structuring; some are easily followed
and some are more complex. Some, like soft systems methodology, require multiple steps
to complete. What Berg et al. show in their paper is that it can be useful only to consider
parts of the process as a stand-alone exercise; specifically, they argue that rich pictures, a
part of soft systems methodology, can be used as a stand-alone to help problem owners.
To exemplify this point, they use a case study from a workshop on caregiving for
children with autism. The authors point that there are puritans within the problem
structuring academic community that insist that techniques, like soft systems
methodology, need to be completed in their entirety to be useful, whereas practitioners
actually use parts that they find useful; this shows, sadly, a disconnect between the
two communities, which has, sadly, plagued the operations research world and highlights
the underlying aim of soft operations research techniques – to be useful.
•

‘Systemic analysis of a drug trafficking mess’

Many complex problems exist across national boundaries (i.e., poverty, disease and war).
Such problems require a combination of hard and soft approaches to address. Sapiano and
Hester attempt to tackle the international problem of drug trafficking, a situation
that involves aspects of drug production, importation, and consumption, using a
multi-methodology approach. In this paper, the authors present a case study that draws on
a theoretical foundation of systemic thinking to understand drug trafficking across
national borders, propose an intervention in this mess to reduce drug trafficking,
and analyse the utility of the suggested intervention. This approach focuses on the
complexities inherent in having multiple, interconnected problems with varied
stakeholders using fuzzy cognitive mapping as a tool to provide both a visualisation as
well as analytical capability. The paper aims to demonstrate a practical fusion of soft and
hard operations research techniques that goes beyond the theoretical realm.

